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Ligand-nucleic acid complexationa b s t r a c t
The present review deals with energy analysis of ligand binding with nucleic acids in terms of the energy
contribution from various physical factors making up the net Gibbs energy change of the complexation
reaction measured in experiment. The general goal of such analysis may be formulated in a form of
answering two questions, viz. ‘What physical factors and to what extent stabilize/destabilize ligand-NA
complexes?’ and ‘What physical factor most highly correlates with the parameter of interest?’ (e.g. the
complexation constant or biological activity or else). Three groups of interactions were considered, viz.
ligand-DNA intercalation, ligand-DNA minor groove binding and non-intercalative ligand binding to
RNA aptamers. The general patterns in distribution of energy over various energy terms were discussed
in terms of correlation with the ligand structure, binding affinity and biological activity. It was concluded,
that the energy analysis, as a part of thermodynamic method of investigation of ligand-nucleic acid inter-
actions, may provide an extension to scientific background of the strategy of rational design of DNA/RNA
targeting drugs.
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Nucleic acids (NA) exist in cells of all living organisms and exe-
cute important functions such as storage, transmittance and real-
ization of genetic information. Due to crucial role played by NA
in living organisms, of great importance is the development of
means for their targeted affection with an aim to achieve the
desired medico-biological effect. One of the most effective
approaches in creation such action is the binding of NA by small
biologically active molecules (to be further referred to as the
ligands), and the thermodynamics of the binding reactions lies
behind an understanding of the ligand complexation-induced bio-
logical action [1–3].
Systematic investigations of the structure and thermodynamics
of ligand binding with NA count its history from Watson and Crick
discovery of the structure of DNA double helix in 1953 and have to
date been thoroughly reviewed (e.g. [1,4–6]). General thermody-
namic analysis of ligand-NA interactions is commonly based on
experimental determination of Gibbs energy (DG), enthalpy (DH),
entropy (DS) and heat capacity (DCp) changes in binding reaction
with further comparative analysis within the specially-selected
set of ligands possessing some structural or physico-chemical sim-
ilarity. In very first approximation the thermodynamic parameters
of binding may be correlated with biological response (for reviews
see [4,7–9]. The typical examples are the semi-synthetic antibiotic
Novantrone (an anthracycline derivative), which is widely used in
the treatment of leukaemia [10], and bis-doxorubicin (a doxoru-
bicin derivative), which exhibits activity against multidrug-
resistant tumour cells [11]. It follows that a manipulation by the
parameters of drug-DNA binding by means of directed chemical
synthesis of the drug molecules may potentially lead to creation
of new drugs, and provides scientific basis for rational drug design.
However, a link between the thermodynamic potentials, DG, DH,
DS, DCp, and the exact structure of the ligand to be synthesized
is not generally known. Partial solution of this problem may be
accomplished within the framework of energy analysis, whose
objective is to determine the ‘energy profile’ of the binding reac-
tion, i.e. to find out what physical factors (van der Waals, electro-
static, hydrophobic etc) and to what extent contribute to
experimentally measured thermodynamic potentials [6,12–15].
Even more important outcome would be the determination of cor-
relation of particular energy terms, related to particular physical
factors, and some biological parameter (e.g. IC50). Once found, it
may give an idea of which physical factor should be targeted in
first instance when optimizing drug affinity to DNA in rational drug
design [5,7,12,16]. In terms of synthesis it gives a clue on what type
of atomic group should be added to the structure of ligand in order
to get desired energy profile of binding.
Historically the energy analysis of ligand-bioreceptor bindings
started from investigation of protein-involving reactions, and the
energetics of ligand-protein interactions is now characterizedmuch better than ligand-NA interactions (e.g. [2,12,16–18]). The
set of systematic reviews on the energetics of ligand binding with
NA was given in [5,6,15,19,20], being, however, limited to a single
methodology of energy analysis and providing no insight into the
contribution of enthalpic factors such as van der Waals, electro-
static and H-bonding. During the past decade numerous papers
appeared providing broader understanding of the topic.
The aim of this paper is to create general view on the current
state-of-the-art of energy analysis of ligand binding with DNA
and RNA. The focus of the review will be the general patterns of
energy distribution over various energy terms, leaving aside the
specificity of binding in each particular case. The discussion will
be confined to three most systematically studied (in terms of
energy analysis) groups of ligand-NA interactions, viz. DNA interca-
lation, DNA minor-groove binding (MGB) and non-intercalative
ligand binding to RNA aptamers.
2. The overall goal and mission of energy analysis
The general tasks of energy analysis, implicitly or explicitly sta-
ted in majority of published works in this field of research (e.g.
Refs. [3,14,15]), may be formulated in the form of answering the
two principal questions:
1. ‘What physical factors and to what extent stabilize/destabilize
ligand-NA complexes?’ and
2. ‘What physical factor most highly correlates with the parameter
of interest?’ (e.g. the complexation constant or biological activ-
ity or else).
The method of energy analysis would include the computation
of various terms of the net Gibbs energy change on ligand-NA com-
plexation and their analysis with respect to answering the two
main questions given above. It is considered that solution of all
these tasks may significantly improve scientific basis, and, proba-
bly, give breakthrough in the field of rational drug design, resulting
in creating of new drugs with given thermodynamic profile of
binding with bioreceptor (i.e. managing the biological outcome
via manipulating the contribution of specific energy terms). This
strategy, in fact, has been formulated in general terms more than
20 years ago [19], although the most extensive embodying of this
idea has become possible only in recent years due to rapid devel-
opment of power of computing.
3. The problem behind the thermodynamic and energy analyses
It has long been recognized that experimentally measured ther-
modynamic parameters, DG, DH, DS and DCp, are made up of the
sum of contributions from various types of physical interactions
(see Refs. [14,15] and references therein), viz. van der Waals, elec-
trostatic, hydrophobic etc:
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where DGi (or DHi, DSi) stands for the contribution of the i-th phys-
ical factor to DG (or DH, DS) and to be further referred to as the ‘en-
ergy terms’.
Any modification in the structure of a ligand in general case is
likely to lead to unpredictable change in values of the energy com-
ponents in Eq. (1) and the effect of their summation in Eq. (1) may
change theDG/DH/DS/DCp or even leave themunchanged. It follows
that direct comparison of experimentally-measured thermody-
namic potentials for different ligands (i.e. the basis of general ther-
modynamic analysis) is unlikely to be very meaningful and may
even lead to erroneous conclusions. A commonmanifestationof that
problem is encountered in the enthalpy-entropy compensation for
binding processes in aqueous media [21–24], as well as the long-
existing discussion in the literature on what forces (van der Waals,
electrostatic or hydrophobic) or types of interactions (solute-
solvent or solute-solute) dominate in binding reactions (see
[22,25–27]), which makes a thermodynamic analysis intrinsically
ambiguous. Nevertheless, greater understanding of the thermody-
namics of drug-DNA binding processes can be achieved if the task
of energy partitioning (also known as energy parsing or energy
decomposition) is solved. Solution of this task is pre-requisite to
any energy analysis and was first systematically pioneered by
Chaires et al. with respect to ligand-NA complexations [6,20,28]. It
requires an independent calculation of the energy components in
Eq. (1) and comparison of the results to the experimentally-
measured total Gibbs energy. However, there are, at least, two fun-
damental problems behind any attempt to parse experimentally-
measured thermodynamic quantities DG, DH, DS, viz.
(i) it is not possible to measure independently the contribution
of specific energy term to the total binding energies, and
(ii) the energy terms contributing to non-covalent binding ener-
getics in solution are all originate from fundamental electro-
magnetic interaction and the follow up question arises
whether the decomposition of DG, DH, DS is physically
meaningful [22].
Although the (ii) problem seems as already being theoretically
addressed [22,29], both problems will always lie behind any ther-
modynamic and energy analyses of binding reactions in solution.4. Brief survey of the methods of computation of energy terms
related to contribution of particular physical factors to binding
energetics
To date the methods of computation of the net Gibbs energy
change for the reactionsof complexationof various ligandmolecules
with nucleic acids have been elaborated in detail and extensively
reviewed in scientific literature. These methods include docking
methods (such as DrugScoreRNA [30,31], hydropathic analysis [32–
34], genetic [35] and Monte-Carlo [36] algorithms) and/or routine
molecular simulation approaches (such as energy perturbation
methods [38–40] or molecular mechanics methods [41]), which, in
majority of cases, do not decompose the resultant net Gibbs energy
onto energy terms. We shall further focus our attention specifically
on themethods aiming to compute the net Gibbs energy change as a
sum of independently calculated energy terms related to particular
physical factors (i.e. the energy decomposition task).
The most systematic solution of the energy decomposition task
for the group of ligand-NA binding reactions has been accomplished
within the three main approaches, suggested by Chaires et al., Koll-
man et al., and Evstigneev et al. The key criterion of the success of
the methods of energy decomposition would be the coincidenceof theoretically calculated, DGtotal, and experimentally measured,
DGexp, Gibbs energy changes for structurally different ligand mole-
cules. Under the above-mentioned limitation of inability to mea-
sure the contribution of particular physical factor to binding
energetics, this criterion remains the only condition making the
analysis of separate energy terms physically meaningful.
4.1. The method by Chaires et al.
The most simple and intuitively clear approach for energy
decomposition was suggested by Chaires et al., who accomplished
energy analyses of DNA binding reactions for ligands different by
structure and type, viz. DNAmono- [28,42] and bis- [28,43] interca-
lators, and DNAminor groove binders [28,44]. The net Gibbs energy
change on complexation is given as a sum of the following terms
DGtotal ¼ DGconf þ DGrþt þ DGpe þ DGhyd þ DGmol; ð2Þ
where DGconf is a contribution from conformational changes of the
ligand and DNA; DGr+t is energetic equivalent of the loss of transla-
tional and rotational degrees of freedom; DGpe is a polyelectrolyte
contribution; DGmol is a net contribution from enthalpic by nature
intermolecular ligand-DNA interactions (H-bonds, electrostatic
and van der Waals forces); DGhyd is a hydrophobic contribution,
computed from known empirical relation with the change in sol-
vent accessible surface area, DA (SASA)
DGhyd ¼ 0:00542  DA=kcal mol1 ð3Þ
In case of intercalative binding DGconf is mainly determined by
formation of intercalation cavity in DNA, whereas the change of
conformation of the ligand is considered negligible. The term
DGmol within the Chaires’s approach is not computed as an inde-
pendent contribution, and is calculated as a difference of DGexp
and the sum of the rest terms in Eq. (2). This method has been suc-
cessfully applied by numerous authors for energy analysis of the
complexation reactions for intercalators (e.g. [45]) and MGB-
ligands (e.g. [46–48]).
Although being computationally non-demanding and not
requiring the use of molecular modeling techniques, the method
by Chaires et al. does not provide the solution of the energy decom-
position task, because the very important intermolecular term
DGmol is not computed independently onDGexp, and does not allow
further decomposition on electrostatic, van der Waals and hydro-
gen bonding terms. Moreover, for the group of ligand-DNA interac-
tions the DGmol terms was shown to be relatively small resulting in
conclusion that intermolecular forces just act as ‘a fine tuning’ of
the binding energetics and are relatively unimportant. The full
energy analysis is, thus, not possible within this approach.
Detailed exploration of Eq. (2) was accomplished by Baginski
et al. with respect to energy analysis of DNA binding of a set of
anthracycline antibiotics [49]. These authors additionally intro-
duced explicit account of electrostatic interactions and vibrational
contribution, although the van der Waals and H-bonding terms
were not discussed based on the assumption that van der Waals
and H-bonding terms compensate each other. It should be noted
that the calculated sum of energy terms,DGtotal, had coincided with
experimental energy, DGexp, in this work, although this result was
achieved for the group of structurally similar anthracycline drugs.
4.2. The method by Kollman et al.
The approach developed by Kollman et al. (see for review [50–
53]), is based on the use of molecular dynamics simulation (MD)
and continuum solvent model, and can be considered as a basic
method of energy analysis of biomolecular binding interactions.
It has, however, been applied mainly for protein binding reactions
Fig. 1. Thermodynamic cycle for the ligand-NA binding process.
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[52,54,55]). Within the Kollman’s approach the net Gibbs energy
of complexation is computed as [50]
DGtotal ¼ DEMM þ DGPBSA  TDSMM ð4Þ
whereDEvv is trajectory averaged MD energy, which includes defor-
mation of chemical bonds, angles, intra- and intermolecular van der
Waals and electrostatic terms; –TDSvv is the net entropic contribu-
tion, calculated from normal mode analysis; DGPBSA = DGPB + DGnp
is a contribution from solvent, containing electrostatic solvation,
DGPB, and non-polar (van der Waals and hydrophobic), DGnp, ener-
gies. The DGPB terms is commonly calculated using Born approach,
and DGnp is calculated from empirical relation
DGnp ¼ 0:00542  DA0:92ð Þ=kcal mol1 ð5Þ
The Kollman’s method was incorporated into the MMPBSA [so-
lution of non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation (NLPB method)
for electrostatics] and MMGBSA (Born method for electrostatics)
modules of AMBER [56] and used for energy analyses of ligand
binding with DNA [57–61] and RNA [62,63]. Although the Koll-
man’s method contains the most detailed decomposition of the
net Gibbs energy change onto energy terms and uses well-
established procedures of molecular modelling, the successful
decomposition of the net energy specifically for ligand-NA com-
plexations was reported in relatively rare cases (e.g. [12,60,63]).
4.3. The method by Evstigneev et al.
The method suggested by Evstigneev et al. is essentially an
extension of the Kollman’s approach, specifically designed for
energy analysis of ligand-NA complexation. It had resulted in good
correspondence of between DGtotal and DGexp for wide variety of
DNA intercalation reactions [26,64,65], minor groove binding
[25], ligand binding with RNA [66] and parsing of stacking interac-
tions in complexes of aromatic molecules [67]. The essence of this
approach is grounded on the following considerations:
(i) binding of the ligand must be accompanied by formation of
the binding site on NA, which is commonly referred to as
DNA unwinding (i.e. transition of the DNA helix from a reg-
ular B-form into an unwound DNA*) for the intercalation
process, and DNA or RNA adaptation – for DNAminor groove
binding or ligand-RNA binding processes. Hence, the total
energy of binding, DGtotal, should be decomposed onto two
parts: the energy of NA conformational change, DGconf, and
the energy of ligand insertion, DGins
DGtotal ¼ DGconf þ DGins: ð6Þ
(ii) NA-binding process occurs in solution, which means that the
total Gibbs energy should be partitioned onto inter- or intra-
molecular interactions of NA and ligand in vacuum, DGim,
and their interaction with solvent, DGsolv:DGtotal ¼ DGim þ DGsolv ð7Þ
The dissection of the total energy on solvation/intermolecular
(Eq. (7)) and on conformation/insertion (Eq. (6)) terms can be
incorporated into a thermodynamic cycle (Fig. 1). The use of ther-
modynamic cycle suggests that at least two different ways for
energy decomposition may exist:
(i) decomposition in terms of physical interactions – Eq. (8)
DGtotal ¼ DGconf þ DGvdW þ DGel þ DGpe þ DGhyd þ DGHB
þ DGCT þ DGentr ð8Þ(ii) further decomposition of the ‘vdW’, ‘el’ and ‘HB’ terms in
Eq. (8) in terms of the types of interaction (intermolecular
interactions in vacuum and with solvent) – Eq. (9)
DGtotal ¼ DGconf þ DGimvdW þ DGsolvvdW þ DGimel þ DGsolvel þ DGpe
þ DGhyd þ DGimHB þ DGsolvHB þ DGCT þ DGentr ð9Þ
where DGvdW and DGel are the contributions from van der Waals
(vdW) and electrostatic (el) interactions, respectively, DGpe is the
polyelectrolyte (PE) contribution, DGhyd is the hydrophobic (hyd)
contribution, DGHB is the contribution from hydrogen bonds (HB),
DGCT is the charge-transfer contribution (CT), and DGentr is the
entropic term originating from changes in the net number of
degrees of freedom of the investigated system.
The entropic term, DGentr, originates from the loss of transla-
tional (DGt), rotational (DGr) degrees of freedom, change in the
mode of vibrations of chemical bonds (the high frequency term
or type I vibrations, DGIv,) and appearance of new mechanical oscil-
lations of the ligand in the binding site (the low frequency term or
type II vibrations DGIIv ), i.e.
DGentr ¼ DGt þ DGr þ DGIv þ DGIIv ð10Þ
The computation of each of the terms in Eqs. (8) and (9) gener-
ally follows the Kollman et al. approach, viz. the use of continuum
solvent model for electrostatics within the framework of NLPB
approach, the use of free energy perturbation for the formation
of binding site, averaging of van der Waals energy during MD
and normal mode analysis of vibrational contribution. There are
three principal differences between the Kollman et al. and the
Evstigneev et al. approaches:
(i) the decomposition of non-polar contribution, DGnp, onto
‘hyd’ and ‘vdW’ with solvent: DGnp ¼ DGhyd þ DGsolvvdW with
explicit computation of the VDW part in MD and HYD con-
tribution as
DGhyd ¼ 0:05  DA=kcal mol1 ð11Þ
(ii) introduction of low frequency mechanical oscillations of the
ligand in binding site, DGIIv , partially restoring the loss of
translational and rotational degrees of freedom, and
(iii) explicit account for the energy of change in the number of
intermolecular HB (DGimHB) and HB with solvent (DG
solv
HB ).
A special note should be given to the method of explicit account
of the energy of H-bonds, DGHB. Within the framework of the
Evstigneev et al. approach it is considered that part of the H-
bond energy is already accounted for in the DGvdW and DGel terms,
hence, the DGHB quantity bears meaning of an additional amount
to the sum of van der Waals and electrostatic energies in order
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The energy contribution from hydrogen bonds to water molecules
on complexation and intermolecular H-bonds can be estimated
from the change in hydration index of the system (i.e. Nim or DNsolv
representing the average number of intermolecular H-bonds and
change in the number of H-bonds to water molecules on complex-
ation, respectively) and further calculation ofDGHB by means of the
formula
DGHB ¼ 0:25  9  Nim þ DNsolv
 
=kcal mol1 ð12Þ
Below we shall briefly discuss the results and main outcomes of
the energy analyses of the ligand-NA complexation reactions.5. The contribution from van der Waals energy
Table 1 contains the dispersion range of various terms of van
der Waals energy for various types of ligand-NA complexations,
collected from the results reported by different research groups.
The following general patterns of van der Waals energy have been
observed.
The intramolecular energies in NA, DGimconf , at the stage of bind-
ing site formation are mainly positive, which is a result of pertur-
bation of NA structure on ligand binding (e.g. separation of base
pairs upon formation of the intercalation cavity). The energies of
the solvation of the binding site, DGsolvconf , are mainly negative and
result from additional hydration of the binding site upon NA per-
turbation on complexation. For DNA intercalation the DGconf term
is much higher than that for DNA minor-groove and RNA bindings
which is quite expected due to most significant changes of DNA
structure required for the formation of intercalation cavity. Inter-
estingly, no apparent correlation of the van der Waals terms with
the unwinding angle was observed [26], although this correlation
is the case for electrostatic energy (see below).
The average values of DGconf (the adaptation energy) for MGB-
and RNA-bindings relatively small and not simple to rationalize
in terms of structure of the binding site or the ligand, partially
because different authors use different approaches to estimate this
term. As a consequence, there is some controversy in literature
regarding its contribution to binding energetics. Any structural
changes in either the DNA or the ligand for non-covalent binding
with DNA groove are often assumed to be negligible or distributed
over other energy terms [25,44,46–48,68,69]. The ligand itself pro-
vides one more contribution to the DGconf term originating from
restriction of internal rotations in the molecule (especially for
MGB-ligands), thus lowering the total number of conformations
of the ligand allowed within the complex as compared to the free
ligand in solution (this term, however, is considered to be small as
compared with vibrational contribution [25,70]. From the other
hand, in other approaches the calculated energy of conformationalTable 1
Inter(intra)molecular in vacuum and with solvent van der Waals energies for ligand b
4.18 kJmol1.













DNA minor-groove binding –1) 12) 57.6
(7.7)
RNA aptamer complexation –1) 50.5
(12.1)
Notes:
1) The value of energy the terms is not possible to estimate from available literature d
2) The value of the energy term is small.change of MGB-DNA complex may reach 50.2 kJmol1
(12 kcalmol1) [13], which is a significant contribution to the total
Gibbs energy change. Unfortunately, for RNA binding the forma-
tion of some general view on DGconf term is still not possible due
to very limited data available. The high conformational flexibility
of the binding site in RNA aptamer creates certain difficulties in
reliable modelling of the DGconf term discussed in more detail in
[54,66,71,72].
At the stage of ligand insertion the intermolecular energy of
ligand-NA interaction, DGimins, has a negative sign, which results
from the attractive nature of vdW forces acting between the ligand
and NA base pairs within the binding site. According to quantum-
mechanical calculations this term is dominated by London disper-
sive forces [73,74] and demonstrates correlation with aromatic
area of the ligand chromophore in case of DNA intercalation [64],
some instances of RNA binding and other aromatic-aromatic inter-
actions [75–77]. The disruption of stacking is observed for some
RNA binding ligands and results in lowering the DGimins term by
absolute value (e.g. [54]). Noteworthy, the DGimins term was also
reported to be sensitive to structural complementarity of the
ligand and the base-pairs, as demonstrated by elliptic binding with
DNA [64] and malachite green binding with RNA [55,78].
The positive VDW energy of the interaction with solvent, DGsolvins ,
is due to dehydration of the ligand after its insertion into NA inte-
rior. The van der Waals solvation energy was reported to qualita-
tively correlate with the mass and bulkiness of side chains of the
ligand and/or with the change in SASA for all the groups of
ligand-NA interactions discussed here [13,79]. The values of DGimins
and DGsolvins terms are, on average, few-fold higher than the experi-
mental energy of binding (ca. 42 kJmol1 (10 kcalmol1))
[26,49,64].
The total van der Waals energy of insertion, DGins, is a relatively
small value, commensurate with DGexp, and is a result of mutual
compensation from favourable intermolecular interaction between
NA and the ligand, and unfavourable interaction with the solvent
(see Table 1). The compensation may lead to positive and negative
DGins which means that van der Waals interactions at the stage of
insertion may either favour or disfavour complex formation as it
depends on the interplay between the intermolecular interactions
and the interactions with solvent.
The total van der Waals energy of binding, DGvdW, is the sum of
two large numbers, DGimvdW þ DGsolvvdW, of opposite sign, which results
in a small net energy effect for DNA intercalation and MGB binding.
The most prominent feature of DGvdW term is the fact that it does
not demonstrate systematic correlation with structural properties
of ligand or NA [25,26], whereas this correlation is observed on
the level of the components of van der Waals energy (such as the
correlation with the area or mass of the ligand with ‘im’
component and the bulkiness of side chains with ‘solv’ component,inding with nucleic acids. The standard deviations are given in parentheses DG/
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weight and usually uncorrelated contribution of the ‘chromophore’
and ‘side chains’ of the ligand to the ‘im’ and ‘solv’ components of
the van der Waals energy.
It is worth noting that the overall balance of the ‘im’ and ‘solv’
van der Waals energies in case of RNA binding is shifted towards
the ‘im’ term (see Table 1), enabling to conclude that intermolecu-
lar van der Waals interactions appear to be most pronounced
specifically in RNA binding reactions. In contrast to this, the ‘im’
and ‘solv’ terms, on average, counterbalance each other, leading
to quite natural conclusion that van der Waals interactions do
not play a significant role in ligand-NA binding. This is correct in
terms of overall binding but not correct in terms of stabilization
of the complexes. The portion of the total van der Waals energy
of ligand binding, DGins, discussed above, which really contributes
to stabilization of the complex, may take the values (see Table 1)
higher by modulus than the experimentally-measured energies
of binding, DGexp [21,25,26,80–82]. Hence, it is always necessary
to take into account the contributions of VDW interactions at dif-
ferent stages of binding (site formation and insertion) and for dif-
ferent types of interaction (intermolecular and with solvent) for
correct energy analysis of ligand-NA complexations.
One final note regarding the computation of van der Waals
terms is worth mentioning. The van der Waals solvation compo-
nent of the net energy of binding is one of the most difficult in
terms of computation as it is strongly dependent on structure,
parameterization and evolution time used in MD simulation, and
sometimes causes discrepancies of the results of computations
reported by different authors [13,25]. Another difficulty is related
to intrinsically small values of the net van der Waals energy,
DGvdW, obtained as a difference of large numbers. As a conse-
quence, the error in computation of DGvdW using modern force
fields for the group of NA binding ligands may commensurate with
DGvdW itself, making this quantity unreliable in energy analysis
[25–27]. Partial way out, commonly used in some packages of
molecular modelling (e.g. in AMBER) and wide-spread in ligand-
NA energy analysis (e.g. [58,59,83,84]), is incorporation of empiri-
cal interrelation between change in SASA and DGsolvvdW (sometimes
referred to as non-polar term, see also Eq. (5)), viz.
DGsolvvdW ¼ cvdW  DA (where cvdW takes the values –(125. . .167)
Jmol1Å2 or –(21. . .29) Jmol1Å2 or {–(30. . .40) or (5. . .7)
calmol1Å2} depending on whether the hydrophobic interaction
is included or not during evaluation of the solvation energy), ini-
tially derived experimentally for simple hydrocarbons [85]. It
has, however, been shown [79] that specifically for ligand-NA com-
plexations the exact value of the cvdW coefficient may remarkably
vary with the type of interaction studied, and may partly account
for the above-mentioned fact that the solution of energy decompo-
sition problem for ligand-NA interactions has been much less
extensively reported in literature, as compared to protein-
binding systems.Table 2
Inter(intra)molecular in vacuum and with solvent electrostatic energies for ligand binding w













DNA minor-groove binding –1) 12) 233.6
(54.3)
RNA aptamer complexation –1) 134.0
(232.1)
Notes:
1) The value of the energy terms is not possible to estimate from available literature d
2) The value of the energy term is small.6. The contribution from electrostatic energy
The dispersion range of values of various terms for the electro-
static energy of the ligand binding to NA is given in Table 2.
It is seen from Table 2 that specifically for DNA intercalation the
change in the electrostatic component of the energy of interaction
with the surrounding water, DGsolvconf , upon DNA unwinding is posi-
tive. These observations were explained in terms of the decrease
in charge density on the DNA surface as a result of unwinding,
which inevitably causes the weakening of interaction with water
surrounding [49,86]. The contribution of intramolecular interac-
tions to the Gibbs energy of unwinding, DGimconf , is negative, i.e. this
type of interaction promotes the unwinding of DNA molecule. This
behaviour results from the increase in distance between the
negatively-charged phosphates on formation of the intercalation
cavity, which as a whole is an energetically favourable process
[49,86]. A good correlation between the values of the untwist
angle, DX, of the DNA duplex upon intercalation of the ligands
and the calculated energy, DGimconf , of intramolecular coulomb inter-
actions inside the double helix on unwinding was reported [86]:
the greater the DX angle, the greater are the negative changes of
DGimconf . This conclusion is supported, in part, by a known correlation
between the electrostatic potential in the centre of the intercala-
tion site with an increase of X angle [87]. Importantly, both elec-
trostatic terms, DGimconf and DG
solv
conf , have been shown to depend
strongly on the structure of the intercalation site, and, eventually,
on the type of ligand studied [86], which makes it necessary to
account for these terms explicitly in energy analysis.
The total DNA unwinding electrostatic energy, DGconf, is rela-
tively small value with alternating sign depending on ligand, and
is formed as a sum of large numbers having opposite signs (see
Table 2). No clear correlation of its value with the structure of
intercalation site was reported [49,86].
In contrast to conformational electrostatic energy, the electro-
static terms related to ligand insertion, DGimins and DG
im
el , exert clear
correlation with either, the sign of the ligand charge, and change in
SASA. The change in the energies of intermolecular interaction is
negative for positively-charged ligands, and small and positive
for neutral ligands. Positively-charged ligands provide energeti-
cally favourable electrostatic interaction with negatively-charged
phosphates in DNA and RNA which, in turn, leads to large-by-
absolute-value negative values of DGimins and DG
im
el . For the neutral
molecules the sign and value of the components of the ‘im’ electro-
static energies are determined by immediate distribution of charge
on the molecule.
The solvation energies, DGsolvins and DG
solv
el , may either be positive
and negative which is a result of the ligand and DNA/RNA desolva-
tion on complex formation (see Table 2). Both components have
been reported to correlate with change in SASA and the sign ofith nucleic acids. The standard deviations are given in parentheses DG/4.18 kJmol1.
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bind with DNA or RNA, their charges are compensated by the neg-
ative charge of the neighbouring DNA/RNA phosphates, which
leads to an overall weakening of electrostatic interaction with
solution and small positive or negative values of the ‘solv’ compo-
nents. If the ligand is negatively-charged, the complexation results
in increase of linear charge density of DNA/RNA and favourable
interaction with solvent [86]. The electrostatic energy has been
reported to be of greatest importance specifically for the group of
MGB-ligands [25] and RNA-binders [66]. The dispersion of electro-
static ‘im’ and ‘solv’ terms for RNA-binders by sign and value
appears to be the highest within the group of small molecules
studied in the cited works as compared with DNA intercalative
and minor-groove bindings.
Importantly, the size of the DGsolvel and DG
im
el terms are nearly
equal by absolute value resulting after summation in a small num-
ber for the total electrostatic energy of the complexation reaction,
DGel, for all groups of interactions discussed here (see Table 2). The
DGel quantity does not feature any apparent correlation to the type
or charge of the ligands [25,26,64,66,86]. As already discussed
above for the van der Walls energy, this result is quite natural since
the error in the computation of DGsolvel and DG
im
el terms commensu-
rate with DGel itself, which in fact makes an analysis of the total
electrostatic energy meaningless. Hence, it is considered that any
search for a correlation between the structure of a ligand and its
energy of complexation should only be made at the level of sepa-
rate stages of the complexation process and appropriate compo-
nents of the electrostatic energy rather than in terms of total
electrostatic energy.
Some of the patterns described above have been noted above
for the group of aromatic DNA intercalators, which presumably
reflects the general trends associated with the electrostatic energy
change occurring on non-covalent ligand-NA binding reactions in
aqueous solution [88] (to be discussed below).
One note regarding the computation of electrostatic energy
terms isworthmentioning. Themagnitude of this typeof interaction
might be strongly dependent on the type of force field employed, i.e.
the method of electric charge computation on the ligand and DNA/
RNA receptor. Although the charge distribution and magnitudes of
charges have actually been shown to depend on the underlying
method of calculation, the absolute values of electrostatic energies
of ligand-NA interactionshavebeen reported todepend tomuch les-
ser extent on the computation schemeemployed [89], inmany cases
enabling to perform comparative analysis of the results from differ-
ent research groups. The method used for electrostatic energy eval-
uation is also important as it should correctly handle such effect as
polarization of water environment and the reactants. To the best
of our knowledge in issues related to energy analysis and energy
decomposition, the NLPB and Born’s electrostatic models of contin-
uum solvent were reported to perform well.
7. The contribution from hydrophobic energy
Prior to analysis of the contribution from hydrophobic interac-
tions, a special discussion should be given to the method of their
calculation.Table 3
Hydrophobic energies for ligand binding with nucleic acids (calculated using the ‘c-method’





DNA minor-groove binding 1 4
(7
RNA aptamer complexation 1 3
(8Currently in analyses of hydrophobic contribution to the bind-
ing reactions in solution the major utilization has received two
main empirical approaches. In series of works undertaken by
Chaires’s group [19,42–44] and some other authors (e.g. Refs.
[47,48]) in energy analyses of DNA intercalation and minor groove
binding reactions the following empirical relation for the energy of
hydrophobic contribution was used, measured previously for fold-
ing of proteins at T = 298 K [90–92] (the ‘DCp-method’)
DGhyd ¼ 80  DCp=cal mol1; ð13Þ
where DCp is given in calK1mol1.
In its turn, DCp linearly correlates with the change in non-polar
SASA, DAnp [91] or, in more recent work [92] of the same authors,
with both the change in polar DAp and non-polar DAnp surface
areas SASA of protein-nucleic acid complexes. In Ref. [42] this lin-
ear correlation of DGhyd with DAnp and DAp was adjusted from fit-
ting of a wide set of calorimetric data for ligand-DNA to the form
DCp ¼ 0:382  DAnp  0:121  DAp=cal  K1mol1 ð14Þ
where DA is given in Å2.
In the cited works, the values of the hydrophobic contribution
was found to fall in between DGhyd  (46. . .54) kJmol1 or
{–(11. . .13) kcalmol1} for intercalators, and DGhyd  (63–105)
kJmol1 or {–(15. . .25) kcalmol1}for MGB-ligands. Hence the
hydrophobic interactions were reported to stabilize the ligand-
DNA complexes to significant extent, and specifically for MGB-
ligands the hydrophobic contribution is higher by absolute value
than that for intercalators.
An alternative to Eq. (14) is the ‘c-method’, based on the exis-
tence of experimentally verified correlation between the energy
of hydrophobic dissolution of simple hydrocarbons and aminoacids
[49,87,93,94] and the change in SASA:
DGhyd ¼ cDA; ð15Þ
where c is microscopic surface tension coefficient, usually taken by
many researches equal to c  50 calmol1Å2.
With this value of c Eq. (15) is being transformed into Eq. (11).
This method was used to calculate the hydrophobic contribution to
binding energetics of various intercalators [26,49,64,65], MGB-
[25,59] and RNA-binding [66] ligands (Table 3).
Qualitatively the results from the ‘DCp-method’ and the ‘c-
method’ were reported to match each other, however, quantita-
tively the ‘DCp-method’ have been shown to give underestimated
values of DGhyd. For instance, the complexation of daunomycin
and its derivatives with DNA is characterized by DGhyd = 
(146. . .201) kJmol1 {–(35. . .48) kcalmol1} from the ‘c-method’,
which is notably different from DGhyd  53.5 kJmol1
(–12.8 kcalmol1), computed using the ‘DCp-method’ in Ref. [42].
The origin of this effect has never been systematically investigated
except the sole works [26,95] reporting that the ‘c-method’ is more
appropriate than the ‘DCp-method’ specifically for ligand-DNA
interactions. Nevertheless, the results of both methods enable to
provide a general view on the involvement of hydrophobic interac-
tions into ligand-NA binding energetics.
Either for DNA intercalators and MGB-ligands, and RNA-
binders, the sequence of ligands placed in the order by decrease). The standard deviations are given in parentheses Hydrophobic energy/4.18 kJmol1.
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with the degree of branching of the side chains of the investigated
ligands, i.e. from large side chains of predominantly hydrophobic
content down to ligands containing small hydrophilic groups.
The bulkiness of the side chains influences the effectiveness of
removal of water molecules from the hydration layers of DNA/
RNA and the ligand on complexation, also confirmed by the fact
that the total change in solvent accessible surface area for the bind-
ing reactions is always negative. The hydrophobic contribution is
thus, always favorable for either intercalation, MGB- and RNA-
bindings.8. The contribution from hydrogen bonds
The contribution from hydrogen bonds to the net energy of
ligand binding with NA is probably the most difficult for estimation
because of quantum-chemical character of this interaction, strong
dependence of the H-bond energy on the structure of the complex,
need to make structural averaging during thermal motion, and the
difficulty to separate the DGHB term from van der Waals and elec-
trostatic energies. The quite extensive investigations of the H-
bonding energy in proteins or their components based on either
experiment (e.g. [96–98]) or quantum-chemical calculations (e.g.
[99,100]), as well as the relatively well characterized to date
intramolecular H-bonding in nucleic acid bases (e.g. [101–103]),
have, nevertheless, not been fully transferred to ligand-NA com-
plexations, remaining this issue yet to be addressed.
Hydrogen bonding results from two sources in the complexa-
tion of ligands with NA:
(i) formation of intermolecular H-bonds between the ligand
and NA within the binding site, and
(ii) the loss (or formation) of hydrogen bonds-to-water due to
dehydration of the ligand upon insertion into the binding
site.
The topology and geometry of type (i) H-bonds in ligand-NA
complexes (see for review [8]) have so far been extensively inves-
tigated. The total number of H-bonds, Nim = (1. . .5) for typical
intercalators, Nim = (1. . .11) for MGB-ligands and Nim = (0. . .8) for
RNA-binders, have been observed nearly for all ligand-NA com-
plexes studied, although the energetic contribution to the net
energy still remains unknown. It is a common practice to include
the energy of H-bonding into the methods of molecular modelling
as specially-adjusted potentials [104], although the explicit separa-
tion of the DGHB term has not been accomplished, except that of
very few works (e.g. [105], where the H-bond energy of binding
of berenil and pentamidine with DNA was estimated from molec-
ular modelling, DGHB  –33 kJmol1 (8 kcalmol1). Some
authors neglect all the energy contribution from H-bonding,
assuming that partial loss of H-bonds-to-water (de-hydration)
compensates the formation of intermolecular H-bonds in such a
way to always counterbalance the net effect down to zero (e.g.
[19,42,43,49]). However, extensive investigations of hydration of
hydrocarbons [96] have shown that the intermolecular and to-
water H-bonds differ from each other. The method of computation
of the excess enthalpy of intermolecular H-bond with respect to
the H-bond to-water was developed based on shifts of resonance
absorption peaks in IR spectra, DH = (5.9. . .7.5) kJmol1
{–(1.4. . .1.8) kcalmol1} [106]. It is thought that the difference
between the intermolecular H-bond and the H-bond-to-water is
a significant negative entropic contribution to the Gibbs energy
of the latter originating from loss of translational and rotational
freedom of water molecules captured by the bond [96,107], hence,
the average Gibbs energy of H-bonding to-water is lower bymodulus than the enthalpy of intermolecular H-bond in low
dielectric medium. In summary, it may be concluded that in the
context of solving the energy decomposition problem the energy
of intermolecular H-bonds should not be neglected for ligand bind-
ing with nucleic acids in aqueous solution.
A systematic investigation of the energy effect of H-bonding for
ligand-NA interactions was accomplished in a series of works
[25,26,64,108] based on empirical methodology described in Sec-
tion 4.3, and allowing to estimate DGHB as an additional amount
to the sum of van der Waals and electrostatic energies in order
to account correctly for the total contribution due to H-bonding.
The key result is that the net loss of H-bonds to-water (i.e. de-
hydration) of the ligand and NA on complexation overbalances
the formation of H-bonds leading to the net energetically unfa-
vourable (or nearly zero) contribution of the DGHB term to DGtotal
The overall de-hydration of the ligand and NA were found to corre-
late with the loss of solvent accessible surface area, DA, and the
value of the hydrophobic effect in reaction of binding.9. The polyelectrolyte contribution
The polyelectrolyte contribution contains both an enthalpic
term, originating from coulomb interaction of solute molecule with
counterions present in solution, and an entropic term, coming from
disordering of ion atmosphere upon ligand intercalation. In major-
ity of works DGpe component is separated from the total electro-
static energy because it can be measured experimentally. The
common approach to get DGpe is to measure dependence of equi-
librium ligand-NA complexation constant on salt concentration
(usually Na+). The data on various NA-binding ligands are available
in literature for DNA (e.g. [6]) and RNA-binders (e.g. [109,110]). It is
also commonly assumed that the main contribution to the poly-
electrolyte energy comes from the ligand insertion stage, i.e.
DGconf  0. It was found that under physiological salt concentration
(0.1 M) the value of DGpe is ca. (4. . .13) kJmol1 {–(1. . .3)
kcalmol1}, weakly depends on the type of ligand and favours
the complexation with NA. It appears that the polyelectrolyte con-
tribution is the sole term of the net Gibbs energy which is rela-
tively unambiguous and associated with general agreement
between different authors regarding its contribution to ligand-NA
binding energetics.10. The contribution from charge-transfer interactions
The possibility of charge-transfer interactions in ligand-NA
complexes has long been considered as one of the important
sources of stabilization of the complexes and the CT is even consid-
ered by some authors (e.g. Ref. [111]) as a mean to create new
drugs with increased affinity to DNA. To the best of our knowledge
with respect to ligand-NA interactions in aqueous solutions (in
conditions close to physiological) no solid experimental evidence
to the existence of CT was reported. In Refs. [74,112] the probabil-
ity of electron transfer from DNA to ellipticine, daunomycin, DAPI,
ethidium bromide and its derivatives was estimated from
quantum-mechanical calculations. It was shown that this probabil-
ity is small (the amount of transferred charge <0.2e), and the
energy effect of this process, DGCT, may be estimated only indi-
rectly. Similar situation is the case for complexation between small
molecules in aqueous solutions, which possess or do not possess
opposite donor-acceptor properties. Under non-physiological con-
ditions (low temperatures, organic solvents etc.) the spectroscopic
evidence of CT was reported in complexes of small aromatic mole-
cules (e.g. Refs. [113,114]) with very few works demonstrating the
probability of CT under ambient temperatures and water solution
(e.g. Refs. [115,116]). Quantum-mechanical and thermodynamic
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(e.g. Refs. [117–120]), including DNA intercalators, did not result
in apparent evidence of CT contribution.
The indirect literature data given above suggest that under con-
ditions of experiment close to physiological the contribution from
CT interactions in ligand-NA complexes does not play significant
role in energetics of binding and in majority of papers dealing with
energy decomposition the problem is ignored.11. The contribution from specific entropic factors
As already discussed in Section 4, specific entropic factors, such
as the loss/formation of degrees of freedom on complexation is
usually considered as a separate term and is sometimes related
to more general entropic quantity, DGconfig, originating from the
change in configurational entropy, readily available from molecu-
lar dynamics simulations (e.g. Refs. [121–123]). However, the sep-
aration and comparative analysis of entropic terms for ligand-NA
interactions appears to be a difficult task because different authors
use different approaches to decompose and calculate these terms,
and these results are often not simple to link together.
Energetic equivalent of the loss of translational and rotational
degrees of freedom on ligand binding with DNA is taken by
some authors equal to DGr+t = 63 kJmol1 (15 kcalmol1) in
Eq. (2), although the change in vibrational degrees of freedom
is often not considered (e.g. Refs. [42–44,46–48]). This value
was obtained for protein complexes by the methods of statisti-
cal thermodynamics [124,125]. In Ref. [49] this value was taken
as DGr+t = 17 kJmol1 (4 kcalmol1) based on the method of
effective and angular volumes [126], which is different from
the previous value, and the vibrational contribution was also
not considered. In the rest of the works available which may
be directly used in the context of the energy of entropic contri-
bution, e.g. Refs. [68,123,127,128], the contribution from vibra-
tional degrees of freedom are included into the total change
in configurational entropy which is computed from normal
mode analysis (e.g. the Schlitter method [129]). In particular,
in Ref. [127] for DNA-binding ligands the DGconfig was estimated
as –TDSconfig = (29. . .117) kJmol1{(7.8. . .28) kcalmol1} depend-
ing on the nucleotide sequence. The drawback of such calcula-
tions is the dependence of the value of DGconfig on the
simulation time [68,123,127,128] (the higher the simulation
time, the larger the number of microstates accounted for in
calculations).
An important part of the overall entropic contribution, which
may be decomposed as a separate term, or included into DGconfig,
or included into DGconf term in Eqs. (2) and (8), is the change in
NA/ligand conformation on binding. An approximation often used
in this analysis is the consideration of the change in conforma-
tional entropy of the ligand only, ignoring DNA. For instance, the
energy analysis of intercalating binding often does not take into
account the DGconf change of the ligand and fully associates it with
DNA (e.g. Refs. [26,123]), whereas, in contrast, the MGB-binding
with DNA considers the conformation of the ligand and sometimes
ignores DNA (e.g. Refs. [25,68]). The typical values of –TDSconf
excluding DNA were obtained as (31 and 38) kJmol1){(7.4 and
9) kcalmol1} for distamycin and netropsin, respectively (e.g. Ref.
[68]), whereas the net effect (including DNA and the ligand)
appears to be higher, e.g. –TDSconf = 107 kJmol1 {25.6 kcalmol1}
calculated for Hoechst-DNA [128]).
At this point it is worth noting that there is much controversy in
the literature regarding the extent of conformational change of the
MGB ligand and DNA during their complexation. In the majority of
works the conformational changes of both the DNA receptor and
the MGB ligand are assumed to be negligible [44,46–48,68,69].The latter is confirmed by successful application of the single tra-
jectory method taking implicit account of the water environment
in the molecular dynamics simulations of the total energy of bind-
ing [127]. Within this approach the MD procedure is performed
once for the ligand-DNA complex followed by extraction of the tra-
jectories of the free molecules, which is equivalent to the assump-
tion that the conformations of the DNA and the MGB ligand in the
bound and unbound state are similar. However, in other
approaches the calculated energy of conformational change may
reach 50 kJmol1 (12 kcalmol1) [13], which is a significant con-
tribution to the total Gibbs energy change. Insignificant changes in
the twist,X, and propeller,x, angles for DNA base pairs on binding
with Hoechst33258 were inferred from NMR spectroscopy [130],
although the energy effect of these changes remains unknown. In
Ref. [25] it was shown that the value of the change in MGB-
ligand conformational energy on complexation does not exceed
9 kJmol1 (2 kcalmol1). This result is in agreement with similar
estimations for other compounds, similar by structure and molec-
ular weight (see, for example, [70,131]), suggesting that for the
group of MGB ligands, the contribution from conformational
restriction is insignificant. It should, however, be noted that large
ligands with bulky side chains and numerous possibilities for inter-
nal rotations may, in principle, provide significant conformational
contribution to the total Gibbs energy for the MGB ligands binding
with DNA.
To the best of our knowledge in energy analyses of ligand bind-
ing with RNA the entropic contribution has not been considered
explicitly (e.g. [132–134]). In Ref. [52] the net entropic contribution
was qualitatively estimated as DGentr = 84 kJmol1
(20 kcalmol1). In Ref. [62] the sum of translational and rotational
contribution was estimated as (29. . .38) kJmol1 {(7. . .9)
kcalmol1}, the value for vibrational term was reported to be the
same, i.e. (29. . .38) kJmol1. The energetic cost of conformational
change of RNA receptor on ligand-RNA binding is currently difficult
to ascertain based on published material. Some authors do not take
it into account (e.g. [52,62]), or implicitly account it as an ‘adapta-
tion’ energy DGconf = 73 kJmol1 (17.4 kcalmol1) [54]) or try to
estimate it explicitly, e.g. DGconf = (42. . .159) kJmol1 {(10. . .19)
kcalmol1} [63,135].
One of the most general conclusions coming out from these
studies was that the value of DGentr or its terms commensurate
with experimental energy of ligand-NA binding by absolute value,
DGentr  42 kJmol1 (-10 kcalmol1), being, however, always
unfavourable in the net energy profile, indicating that this term
must always be taken into account in energy analyses.
A systematic investigation of the entropic contribution to the
Gibbs energy of ligand binding with DNA and RNA was accom-
plished in series of works [25,26,64–66,136] according to the
method based on Eq. (10) (Table 4). In all systems studied the
quantities DGt and DGr were unfavourable for binding, which is
due to the entropically unfavourable loss of three translational
and rotational degrees of freedom upon complexation. The mean
values of DGt and DGr averaged over the ligands studied within
each of three groups, i.e. ligand-DNA intercalation, minor-groove
binding and RNA-binding, fall within the same range of values,
viz. <DGt> = (39. . .50) kJmol1 {(9. . .12) kcalmol1} and <DGr> =
(39. . .50) kJmol1 {(9. . .12) kcalmol1}. There is an agreement of
these values between different research groups (e.g. [13,61]) which
used similar approach. Thus, the differences in these energies for
the different types of ligand are relatively small and so the mean
energies <DGt> and <DGr> can effectively be used in analysis of
the contributions for different small molecules complexing with
NA. The mean sum <DGt + DGr>  84 kJmol1 (20 kcalmol1), is
close to but slightly higher than the empirical value DGt+r = 63 -
kJmol1 (15 kcalmol1), used before [19,42] for energy partition-
ing of ligand-DNA interactions.
Table 4
Entropic energies for ligand binding with nucleic acids. The standard deviations are given in parentheses Entropic energy/4.18 kJmol1.
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chemical bonds on complexation of MGB-ligands with DNA [25]
and the ligands with RNA [66], DGIv, is dominated by the enthalpic
term, DHIv, and is energetically unfavourable, indicating the absor-
bance of energy by newly-created vibrational modes induced by
the complexation process. Interestingly, contrary to that the bind-
ing of aromatic intercalators with DNA was characterized by a
favourable contribution of the DGIv term and predominantly entro-
pic character of the binding [26,64,136]. For flexible molecules
and/or binding sites, the DGIv term may take both negative or pos-
itive sign as also demonstrated for protein-protein and protein-
DNA interactions (see Ref. [83] and references therein). Compara-
tive analysis of the DGIv term between different research groups
is difficult since the majority reports consider the vibrational con-
tribution for NA-binding ligands to be either implicitly included
into the total configurational entropy change of the system (e.g.
Refs. [68,127,128]), ignored all together (e.g. Refs. [44,46–48]) or
considered negligible (e.g. Refs. [61]).
The energy change, DGIIv , resulting from the appearance of new
low frequency vibrational modes of the ligand as a whole within
the binding site is always favourable for ligand-NA systems studied
and is dominated by the entropic term, which is the result of cre-
ating new vibrational degree of freedom due to the appearance of
mechanical oscillation of a ligand on binding [25,26,64,136]. The
independent justification for the existence of the DGIIv term in the
structure of the total Gibbs energy of complexation reactions
comes from ultrafast fluorescence monitoring of the dynamics of
ligand-DNA complexes [137], which indirectly confirms the exis-
tence of mechanical oscillations of the ligand within the binding
site.
In total, for the majority of the NA-binding ligands studied, the
DGIv and DG
II
v terms nearly compensate each other and the net
entropic contribution to the Gibbs energy of their binding with
DNA is mainly determined by the sum, DGt +DGr. As a result, the
net entropic contribution, DGentr, for ligand binding with DNA/
RNA is unfavourable. Specifically for the group of aromatic interca-
lators the DGentr term was found to differ little from the mean
value and the total sum <DGentr> = 33.6 kJmol1 (7.8 kcalmol1)
was suggested for the use in the energy analysis of ligand-DNA
complexation for different aromatic ligand with non-heavily
branched side chains [26,64].
One final point regarding the entropic factors is worth mention-
ing. Recently the hidden entropic factors contributing to the DGtotal
were revealed [138–140], originating from dependence of micro-
scopic binding constant, K, on concentration of the ligand. This
effect is due to the intrinsic dependence of DGt and DGr on the
mass of the receptor and the dependence of the rigidity of DNA
molecule on the number of bound ligands. It was, however, shown,
that both effects are negligible when dealing with polymeric DNA
and the ligands which have negligible dimensions with respect to
DNA (i.e. the ‘small molecule’ approach).12. The general energy analysis of ligand-NA binding
interactions
12.1. Requirements to accomplishing the full energy analysis
The computation and analysis of various terms of the total
Gibbs energy, reviewed above, enables to approach the main goal
of energy analysis, formulated in the introductory section, viz.
‘What physical factors and to what extent stabilize/destabilize
ligand-NA complexes?’ and ‘What physical factor most highly cor-
relates with the parameter of interest? (e.g. the complexation con-
stant or biological activity)’. It was proposed [14,25,26] that these
principal tasks of energy analysis can be solved, if a protocol for
computation of the contributions to the energies of the principal
energy terms (or parsing/decomposition of the Gibbs energy) satis-
fies the following conditions:
(i) summation of the independently-calculated energy terms
(according to equations given in Section 4) reproduces the
experimentally-measured total energy of interaction within
reasonable error limits. In that case the calculated energies
for various physical factors are meaningful and so these
energies may be used in comparative analysis;
(ii) the calculations should be applied to a set of molecular sys-
tems that differ in structure and charge state. If the protocol
only demonstrates satisfactory coincidence with experiment
for a single system (as is often the case), the transferability
to other systems will always be questionable, hence, there
is no guarantee that the calculated energies are generally
meaningful;
(iii) the calculations should be made using a similar protocol and
set of parameters/restraints for each system studied. Other-
wise, it appears that there may be an artificial adjustment to
the results, making the calculated energies less reliable.
This set of points may be considered as the requirements for
meaningful energy analysis.
So far the agreement between the DGtotal and DGexp for the
ligand-NA binding reactions has been reached in very few cases
(e.g. Refs. [25,26,59,66,141]) of which, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the full compliance with the given list of requirements has
been reported only in Refs. [25,26,66]. Below we shall mainly use
these results in reviewing the general outcome of the energy
analysis.12.2. Intrinsic error in computation of the total binding energy and
meaningfulness of the energy analysis
Prior to conducting the full energy analysis, it is important to
verify that the theoretically computed according to Eqs. (2), (4),
(6)–(9) total energies, DGtotal, match the experimentally measured
energy, DGexp.
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terms, each of which contributes its own error to the net energy
being the largest for the electrostatic, van der Waals and
hydrophobic terms as the most important ones. Within the
methodology of the energy decomposition based on the use of
the methods of molecular modeling, the sources of the principal
errors are the accuracy of representation of the van der Waals
parameters in applied force field specifically for the group of
ligands studied, implicit or explicit account of the polarization
effects inside the binding site and hidden in the electrostatic term,
the accuracy of representation of hydrophobic interactions in
eqns.3,5,11 etc. Although the computation of the exact error of
the binding energy is difficult to make, it is generally considered
that for each of the three principal terms it should be an order of
few kJmol1 (see Ref. [67] and references therein for more discus-
sion). Hence, the total estimated error in the computation ofDGtotal
for ligand-NA interactions was reported to be within the range
<42 kJ∙mol1 (10 kcalmol1) [25,26,37]. It follows that the mean
difference, DGtotal  DGexp
  , between the experimental and calcu-
lated energies is lost within the error of DGtotal determination. It
means that the decomposition of the total Gibbs energy for struc-
turally different NA-binding ligands must be considered successful
if the difference between DGtotal and DGexp for each particular
ligand falls within the rangeFig. 2. Decomposition of the net Gibbs energy change of ligand-NA binding reactions in
component energies.DGtotal  DGexp
  2 0:::DGexp ð16Þ
Such view on the error of DGtotal computation has to date been
implicitly or explicitly stated by different researches (e.g.
[25,26,60]). Its most important outcome is the acknowledgement
that DGtotal is an unreliable quantity and should not be used in
energy analysis of ligand-NA interactions. However, the separate
energy terms making up DGtotal and calculated with higher accu-
racy, bear physical meaning and can be used in energy analyses.
The agreement with Eq. (16) was reached for different DNA inter-
calators [26,49,64], MGB-ligands [25,59,141] and RNA-binders
[66]. Once the agreement between the experimental and calcu-
lated total energies has been established, it is further possible to
analyse the computed energies with an aim of searching general
patterns in the distribution of energy over various terms, i.e. to
start answering the two principal questions of energy analysis for-
mulated in Section 2.12.3. What physical factors and to what extent stabilize/destabilize
complexes of small molecules with NA?
An example of Gibbs energy decomposition for the three groups
of NA-binding ligands discussed in the present review (viz. interca-
lators, MGB- and RNA-binders) is given in Fig. 2 in the form of twoterms of the energies related to various physical factors, viz. (a) net energies and (b)
Fig. 2 (continued)
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terms of the net energies (Eq. (2) or Eq. (8)) **and in terms of com-
ponent energies (Eq. (9)), related to various physical factors, com-
puted in [25,26,64,66].
It follows from Fig. 2 that within the set of the net energies the
most important stabilizing factors are hydrophobic interactions.
Van der Waals, polyelectrolyte and electrostatic factors give rela-
tively small stabilization and destabilization of the complexes,
respectively, as a result of summation of the ‘im’ and ‘solv’ terms
larger by value and opposite by sign. As a consequence, the netelectrostatic energy may take either zero, small positive and nega-
tive numbers, reflecting the error in computations rather than
some pattern. The entropic term, DGentr, related to the net changes
in the number of degrees of freedom, and the hydrogen bond term,
related to the net loss of H-bond contacts of the interacting mole-
cules, DGHB, are unfavourable. This pattern is similar for both the
DNA intercalative binding and MGB- or RNA-binding, and was also
previously reported for the interaction of aromatic ligands with
each other [67]. Such analysis, although being quite natural and
being used on occasions in the literature (e.g. [44,46–48]), provides
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complexes. For example, it appears that the hydrophobic contribu-
tion is always dominant and the net electrostatic and van der
Waals interactions may be relatively unimportant or even take
nearly zero values (e.g. [42]). Such energy analysis is considered
meaningless and the net energies associated with the contribution
of each particular physical factor typically do not demonstrate cor-
relation with physical properties of the ligands, viz. the ligand
dimensions, type of side chains and electric charge [25,26,88]. It
was suggested [14,25–27,88] that a real understanding of the
major stabilizing factors may only come from analysis of the com-
ponents of the net energies related to each particular physical fac-
tors and type of interaction (i.e.with solvent or intermolecular). Let
us consider the energy decomposition in terms of components of
the net energies for each particular group of NA-binding ligands.
12.3.1. DNA intercalative binding
It is seen (see Fig. 2) that the DNA unwinding stage is always
unfavorable for ligand binding and is the main contributor to the
activation energy for the reaction of ligand-DNA complexation.
The major stabilization comes from intermolecular interactions
on the stage of insertion: electrostatics and, to a lesser extent VDW,
followed by DGhyd>DG
im
HB > DGpe placed in descending order by
absolute value. The factors which destabilize ligand-DNA com-






It is seen (see Fig. 2) that the stabilizing energy terms can be
placed in the sequence by extent of their contribution:
DGimvdW>DGhyd > DG
II
v . The sequence for the destabilizing energies
is: DGsolvvdWDGIv  DGt  DGr. The van der Waals energies were
found to depend strongly on the type and dimensions of side
chains of the ligand and the efficacy of p-stacking with RNA bases.
It is difficult to include the electrostatic energy into this set as it
demonstrates big dispersion depending on the type of ligand,
which was not so pronounced for the case of MGB- and intercala-
tive bindings. As already discussed above, the intermolecular
(DGimel ) and to-water (DG
solv
el ) electrostatic energies by the value
and sign strongly depend on the charge of the ligand and, to lesser
extent, on ligand dimensions, giving either predominant or not
predominant contribution to DGtotal as compared with other
energy terms. The RNA-binding is probably the best example to
demonstrate the inapplicability of energy analysis based on net
energies (see above) which removes the correlation of the energy
with physical properties of the ligand and/or binding site on sum-
mation of the ‘solv’ and ‘im’ terms.
12.3.3. DNA minor-groove binding
It is seen (see Fig. 2) that there are at least three major stabiliz-
ing factors which govern the binding process of MGB ligands with
DNA, placed in descending order according to the absolute value of
energy change: intermolecular electrostatic interactions (DGimel ),
intermolecular van der Waals interactions (DGimvdW) and hydropho-
bic interactions (DGhyd). It is worth noting that the electrostatic
stabilization of MGB-DNA complexes was reported by various
authors (e.g. Refs. [13,25,142]), although a direct comparison of
the electrostatic energy with other factors can only be made in full
energy analysis. The stabilization of the complexes is also provided
by the formation of intermolecular H-bonds (Nim), formation of
residual mechanical vibrations in the binding site (DGIIv ) and the
polyelectrolyte factor (DGpe) – the latter two giving minor contri-
bution as compared to other factors.
An estimation of the contribution of DGimHB term was given in Ref.
[25] asDGimHB = -3Nim = (3. . .33) kcal/mol depending on the num-ber of intermolecular H-bonds, Nim. It was concluded that the
energy of intermolecular H-bonding gives relatively small contri-
bution to the energetics of MGB binding with DNA.
The complete set of the factors which stabilize MGB-DNA com-
plexes, can be written in the following order by the absolute value
of the stabilizing energy [25]: DGimel >DG
im
vdW > DGhyd > DG
II
v >DGpe.
The major factors which destabilize complexes of the MGB
ligands with DNA are the electrostatic (DGsolvel ) and van der Waals
(DGsolvvdW) desolvation, loss of H-bonds to-water (DN
solv), change in
the number of translational (DGt), rotational (DGr), vibrational
(DGIv) degrees of freedom, and restriction of internal rotations in
MGBmolecules (DGconf). The set of destabilizing factorswere placed
in an order: DGsolvel >DG
solv
vdW > DGHB  DGt  DGr  DGIv > DGconf.
12.3.4. The general patterns in energy terms
The review of energy analysis over particular energy terms ana-
lyzed in separate (Sections 5 to 11) and all together (Section 12)
allows some general conclusions to be drawn.
It can be seen that ligand binding to DNA is governed by the
effect of compensation of energy contributions at the levels of
physical factors, different stages of ligand binding and inter(intr
a)molecular/to-solvent interactions in vacuum. The consequences
of this compensation are the following [88]:
– summation of large by value (dozens-hundreds kcal/mol)
energy terms, associated with the contribution of various phys-
ical factors into DGtotal (Eqs. (2), (8), (9)), results in relatively
small experimental Gibbs energy of binding (i.e. DGexp -
 42 kJmol1 (10 kcalmol1);
– de-solvation of the ligand and NA on complexation, character-
ized by large positive energies of interaction with solvent, is
compensated by negative energies of intermolecular interac-
tions in the complex;
– depending on the electric charge of the ligand and NA the value
of the electrostatic energy of interaction can take large values
(hundreds of kJmol1 for the type of interacting entities ‘+’
and ‘–’, and units of kJmol1 for the interaction of neutral enti-
ties). However, the net electrostatic (DGel) and experimental
(DGexp) energies are always small and in majority of cases both
do not exert correlation with the charge of interacting
molecules.
The compensatory origin of experimental binding Gibbs energy,
presumably, reflects the general pattern of binding reactions in
aqueous media [19,49,88,143] and has so far been reported for
ligand-protein interactions as well [12,18,60,83].
12.4. What physical factor most highly correlates with the parameter
of interest?
The set of stabilizing and destabilizing energies aligned in
descending order, as the main outcome of the energy analysis, pro-
vides a fundamental knowledge on energetics of binding reactions
in solution but, in fact, gives little idea on the way how one can
manipulate the DGexp and, eventually, the medico-biological effect
of the NA-binding drugs. It is considered that the search of the fac-
tor which is most strongly correlated with the equilibrium binding
constant K ¼ exp  DGexpRT
 
may give this idea [14,25,26]. If it is
known what factor modulates the ligand affinity to DNA (van der
Waals, hydrophobic, electrostatics or else), it may give an idea
what type of atomic group must be chemically added/substituted
in the ligand structure in order to amplify the contribution of
this particular physical factor to the net energy of binding,
resulting in increase of DGexp. Let us further consider the solution
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present review.
12.4.1. DNA intercalative binding
Search of a correlation (r) of the energy terms in Eq. (9) with
the experimental energy, DGexp, has shown [26,64,88] that the
highest impact on it is provided by the VDW energy of ligand
insertion, DGinsvdW (r = 0.66) and VDW energy of DNA unwinding,
DGiwvdW (r = –0.67). The rest terms give lower correlation not
exceeding |r|=0.5. The correlation between DGexp and DGhyd equals
to r = 0.42. Noteworthy, the EL energy, formally featuring the lar-
gest contribution from the energy components (see Table 2),
appears to be relatively unimportant in the modulating the bind-
ing affinity in the intercalation reactions. This result highlights the
key role of the intermolecular VDW forces in managing the affinity
of aromatic drugs to DNA and points out the way to modify the
ligand structure with an aim to increase the binding strength with
DNA.
12.4.2. RNA binding
The correlation coefficients of the terms in Eq. (9) with DGexp do
not exceed 0.5 and do not allow selecting the terms which exert
the maximal impact on the binding affinity [66,88]. It was sug-
gested [66] that the principal physical factors, such as van der
Waals, electrostatic, hydrophobic, hydrogen bonds, give approxi-
mately equal contribution to the variability of DGexp with the type
of RNA-binding ligand.
12.4.3. DNA minor-groove binding
The correlation of the experimental energy with the solvation
and intermolecular components for all the terms of the net Gibbs
energy gives the highest value for the EL energy which suggests
that the major effect on variation of DGexp with the type of ligand
is provided by the electrostatic component [25]. The loss of H-
bonds to-water (the DNsolv term), was also reported to correlate
with DGexp, is more closely related to electrostatics as well. This
result identifies electrostatics as a major determinant of the differ-
ence between the studied MGB ligands in terms of their affinity to
DNA. It was suggested [25,88] that the electrostatic factor is prob-
ably what should be targeted in first instance when optimizing
MGB affinity to DNA in rational drug design.
At this point it is worth recalling that the net DGel and DGvdW
energies in Eq. (8) may be relatively small and the values commen-
surate with intrinsic error of the computation (see Tables 1,2), for-
mally suggesting the relative unimportance of the electrostatic and
van der Waals forces (see discussion in Sections 5, 6, 12). It is now
seen that the conclusions concerning the nature of the factors sta-
bilizing drug-DNA complexes may lead to completely different and
erroneous result if the net energies are used in analysis. It is again
worth repeating that only the analysis of component energies from
Eq. (9) may give meaningful results.
12.4.4. Correlation of the energy terms with biological activity
The approach to answer the question ‘What physical factor
most highly correlates with the parameter of interest?’ may be of
value if the binding affinity is the target property to be manipu-
lated, or if no sufficient data on biological activity of the studied
group of ligands is available, and the amplification of the binding
affinity to bioreceptor remains the only possible strategy. The case
if relevant biological data are available, search of correlations
between the biological activity and specific energy terms may have
real practical outcome. Such possibility was considered in [14,88]
taking as an example the group of MGB binders.
The ID50 factor (which is a micromolar concentration of the
drug, needed for 50% suppression of L1210 leukemia cell growth)measured for typical DNA minor-groove binding drugs was corre-
lated with energy terms in Eq. (9). It was found that the highest
correlation of the ID50 factor is the case with the change in the
net number of hydrogen bonds on binding: Nim + DNsolv, hence, it
is suggested that this factor might be modified in first instance in
rational MGB-drug design. Interestingly, the ID50 factor did not
show apparent correlation with the MGB-DNA binding constant
(as an integral measure of the net energetics of binding), indicating
that the use of K as a parameter of interest (see above) not always
results in proportional change in biological effect. Although this
result was considered as preliminary, it clearly demonstrates the
potential importance of the energy analysis in designing new
drugs.13. The problems of energy analysis and future perspective
Based on the above-performed review of the energetics of
ligand-NA binding interactions, it is possible to highlight some dif-
ficulties and contradictory views, available in literature and pro-
viding the major challenge for future studies in this area.
Although the selection of the method to compute the component
energies and the level of correspondence of the obtained results
to experiment will long be a matter of debate, here we shall deal
with the principal points of energy analysis resulting in most
strong qualitative discrepancies in views of different research
groups, omitting the quantitative details of computing each partic-
ular terms of the net Gibbs energy, partly discussed in the sections
above. At least three principal problems of energy analysis implic-
itly or explicitly existing in many publications in the field of ligand-
NA energetics are worthy of mentioning.13.1. The contribution from charge-transfer interaction
As discussed in Section 10 the role of this type of interaction in
ligand-NA binding energetic remains, in fact, unknown. As a conse-
quence, this contribution may be considered as important or not
important depending on the experimental method used and per-
sonal view of the researcher. However, the successful attempts to
solve the energy decomposition problem for various NA-binding
drugs ignoring the DGCT term, reviewed above, indirectly prove
that this factor is likely of small importance in binding energetics
in water solutions.13.2. Solution of the energy decomposition task for enthalpy, entropy
and heat capacity changes
The published material reviewed above proves the possibility to
accomplish full energy analysis on the level of Gibbs energy change
resulting in agreement with experiment for different by structure
and charge state NA-binding ligands. The shortcoming of this
approach is that the decomposition is made on the level of just
one experimental value, DGexp, whereas the currently available
biophysical methods allow measuring with high accuracy two
other thermodynamic quantities, viz. the enthalpy, DHexp, and heat
capacity, DCexpP , changes. To the best of our knowledge, the decom-
position on the level of enthalpy and heat capacity for NA-binding
reactions has to date not been accomplished except that of few
papers [42,144,145]. Both quantities contain different by weight
contribution from particular physical factors, enabling to explore
them more comprehensively than that provided by DGexp, chang-
ing relatively insignificantly with the type of ligand studied, and
formed by compensation of energetic contribution from various
sources. Moreover, some published preliminary data point out that
such decomposition may be difficult when attempting to meet the
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this negative outcome are thought to be [22,27,50,145,146]:
(i) the difficulty to explicitly decompose enthalpic and entropic
contributions into the energy terms of various physical
factors,
(ii) much higher relative error in estimation of enthalpy as com-
pared with DG, originating from the compensatory nature of
formation of Gibbs energy, and
(iii) insufficient level of elaboration of the theory and methods of
computation of DCexpP .
Taking into account the difficulties mentioned above it is con-
sidered that the full utilization of the potential of energy analysis
of studying the NA-binding reactions will only be achieved when
the energy decomposition task is solved simultaneously on the
levels of DGexp, DHexp and DC
exp
P . To best of our knowledge the sim-
ilar task has not been solved for ligand–protein interactions as
well, creating the strategy of future development of energy analy-
sis of biomolecular interactions in solution.
13.3. Contradictory view on involvement of water in ligand-NA
interactions
A strong controversy exists in the literature regarding the net
effect of changes in hydration of NA-binding ligands on complexa-
tion with DNA. A group of methods based on structural studies
[13,25,26,95,147] and volumetry/densimetry [148–151] suggest
that there is a net dehydration of the ligand and DNA molecules
on complex formation (i.e. DNsolv < 0), whereas results from
osmometry [152–155] lead to the opposite conclusion, viz. the
binding of ligands results in an uptake of additional water mole-
cules (i.e. DNsolv > 0). The recently published data based on ultra-
high frequency dielectrometry [156], unfortunately, did not provide
an unambiguous answer to this question. This controversy is not
specific to a particular group of ligands but holds for both the
MGB-ligands and DNA intercalators. It was suggested [155,157]
that volumetry and osmometry measure different types of bound
water, viz. the strongly-bound water in volumetry and both, the
strongly- and weakly-bound, in osmometry. It is, however, difficult
to ascertain whether this view may explain the principal difference
in the sign of the change in hydration,DNsolv, in these twomethods.
Another view is the assumption on the cooperative character of the
bound water [158], which may result in cooperative uptake of
water molecules on ligand binding with DNA. However, no experi-
mental evidence for this was provided. Finally, it was suggested
[108] that the method of osmometry itself, when applied to
ligand-DNA binding systems, may contain hidden errors associated
with evaluation of the change in hydration of the solute molecules.
Within the context of the present review it is worth noting that the
separate terms constituting the total Gibbs energy, all reflect net
dehydration of the ligand and the DNA as a result of the complexa-
tion process, viz. the desolvation of the solute molecules monitored
by unfavourable change in van derWaals (DGsolvvdW, see Section 5) and
electrostatic (DGsolvel , see Section 6) energies of solvation, loss of
hydrogen bonds to-water (DNsolv, see Section 8) and the negative
sign of the hydrophobic energy (DGhyd, see Section 7) indicating
entropically favourable loss of solvent ordering. The issue on the
involvement of water in ligand binding with nucleic acids is to be
resolved in future studies.
14. Concluding remarks
The present review deals with energy analysis of ligand binding
with nucleic acids in terms of the energy contribution from variousphysical factors making up the net Gibbs energy change of the
complexation reaction measured in experiment. It is shown that
the general patterns in distribution of energy over various energy
terms may be correlated by either the structure of the ligand (type
of side chains, type and number of aromatic rings etc.), or the bind-
ing affinity or biological activity. Thus, further manipulation of the
leading energy factors by means of chemical modification of the
drug provides an extension to scientific background of the strategy
of rational drug design, as a supplementary to currently existing
approaches. Its main outcome is the possibility to create new drugs
with improved pharmacological properties, which currently
remains one of most important challenges in biomedical sciences.References
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